BeachTech Sweepy
The small all-rounder with mechanical drive.

www.beach-tech.com

professional beach cleaning

BeachTech Sweepy with mechanical drive:

The alternative - robust, simple, low-priced
The walk-behind BeachTech machine for cleaning small beach sections, i. e. between sun chairs etc. Also suitable for
cleaning playgrounds, beach volleyball courts and other sandy areas.
This model with mechanical 3 gear drive also stands for straightforward operation. It is the „light version“ for smaller
budgets.

Technology
Two shaking screens working in opposite directions, keep the vibrations at a minimum. Deep cleaning of dry sand is
possible and even wet sand will be cleaned effectively. Cigarette butts, glass shards, pieces of wood, beverage cans,
pebbles and much more will be collected. The BeachTech Sweepy can turn on the spot, when the opposite levers for
forward and reverse gear are used at the same time.
The deep-set gravity center and stable construction guarantee professional cleaning results even under harsh conditions.
The BeachTech Sweepy is a reliable, low-wear machine which requires minimal maintenance.

Add-on equipment
From the beach into the park, due to its modular quick-change system, this compact beach cleaning machine is a truly
multifunctional tool. Just a few easy steps and in not time at all it can be used as a road sweeper, leaf vacuum, snow
blower etc. The BeachTech Sweepy is much more than a beach cleaner and is perfect for multiple uses, even if you are
not located near the beach! This makes the BeachTech Sweepy efficient and economic and a great choice to accomplish
multiple tasks.

Technical data
Maximum operating width:
Maximum surface cleaning capacity:
Operating depth up to:
Length of vehicle:
Width of vehicle:
Height of vehicle (adjustable):
Engine:
Drive:
Transmission:
Steering / control:
Maximum speed:
Cleaning equipment:
Collecting container capacity:
Overall container volume:
Corrosion protection:
Modular quick-change system:

1,050 mm
4,200 m2/h
120 mm
2,550 mm
1,195 mm
from approx. 1,000 to 1,600 mm
9.1 HP / 6.7 kW 4-stroke gasoline engine with air cooling
working speeds adjustable by 3 forward and reverse gears
mechanical
individual wheel brakes for steering and turning
up to 6.5 km/h
quick-change system, exchangeable double screens with 2 different mesh sizes
44 liters, extricable
80 liters
aluminum, fiberglass, cathodic coating of steel parts
for swift installation of the various add-on equipment
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